We recorded how data was reported in the results section of the article. We recorded the presentation mode (i.e., the mode in which the data were reported). In particular, we recorded (a) whether all or part of the information about the size of the numerators/denominators was reported in the text, a table, or a figure. For each presentation mode, we recorded (b) whether numerators were reported in raw numbers (e.g., 5 patients), and if that was the case (c) whether denominators were reported
alongside (e.g., 5 in 250 patients); (d) whether results were reported in percentages (e.g., 2%), and if that was the case (e) whether denominators were reported alongside (e.g., 2% of 250 patients). We defined "alongside" as in the same sentence in text, not further than three rows or columns away in a table, and anywhere in a figure. We applied these relatively strict criteria assuming that readers with limited time are less likely to look for the information further than the same sentence in text. From these (b,c,d,e) we identified 9 different information formats of risk communication, which were a function of the size of the groups compared and the type of information used to communicate the group differences. The information formats are described in Table   S1 .
Analytical strategies
We assume that readers vary in reading habits, motivation, and knowledge, and hence the information they actually read would not necessarily be all the information that is reported (e.g., some readers will read all the results in detail, whereas others will read only the parts they consider essential [1, 2] ). To account for the way different reporting practices could affect different readers, we analyzed the frequency of information formats using three analytical strategies. 
Main results
Overall, the prevalence of information formats was similar regardless of the analytical strategy. Table S1 shows detailed results.
Information reported anywhere in the results section. Table S1 shows the percentage of articles that reported data in each of the information formats, taking into account data reported across the whole results section. Seventy-seven (15%) articles reported the data using the two biasing formats: only raw numbers (8%) or raw numbers reported alongside different denominators (7%). (text, tables, or figures) . The most frequent presentation mode for the selected risk comparisons was text, which was used by 396 (78%) of the articles. Tables were used in 301 (59%) articles; and figures were used in 82 (16%) articles. Table S1 offers an overview of the percentage of articles reporting data using each of the information formats as a function of the three presentation modes (text, tables, and figures). In text, 69 (19%) articles reported the data using the two biasing formats: only raw numbers (7%) or raw numbers reported alongside different denominators (12%). In tables, 56 (19%) articles reported the data using the two biasing formats: only raw numbers (7%) or raw numbers reported alongside different denominators (12%). The prevalence of the biasing formats was much less frequent in figures, where only 3 (3%) articles reported only raw numbers alongside different denominators.
Information reported by presentation mode
Information reported by main presentation mode. Table S1 shows the percentage of articles reporting data using each of the information formats as a function of the main presentation mode. Eighty-six (17%) articles reported the data Appendix 1: How are risk ratios reported in surgery journals? 3 using the two biasing formats: only raw numbers (8%) or raw numbers reported alongside different denominators (9%).
Discussion
Neither of these analytical strategies is optimal by itself in determining what information will be processed because the interest, motivation, and strategy of readers will vary (e.g., some will predominantly read the text whereas others will integrate information from text, tables, and figures). However, the relative frequency of the identified formats was similar across methods, partially due to authors often communicating similar information across the different presentation modes.
